
An Island Too Small: Discovering the Hidden
Gem of The Greek Islands

Welcome to An Island Too Small, a hidden gem nestled in the heart of the
mesmerizing Greek Islands, where azure blue waters meet sun-kissed sandy
beaches. If you are tired of crowded tourist hotspots, this is the perfect haven for
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you. Experience natural beauty, rich history, and the warm hospitality of the locals
on this captivating island.

Unveiling the Secrets of An Island Too Small

While many Greek Islands attract hoards of tourists each year, An Island Too
Small remains relatively undiscovered. It's a well-kept secret known only to a few
adventurers seeking a unique travel experience. With its unspoiled landscapes
and charming traditional villages, it offers a getaway steeped in tranquility and
authenticity.
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Immerse Yourself in the Natural Beauty

Prepare to be enchanted by An Island Too Small's breathtaking natural beauty.
Explore its rugged coastlines, hidden coves, and crystal-clear waters teeming
with diverse marine life. Lounge on its pristine beaches and watch the sunset
paint the sky in a myriad of colors. Nature enthusiasts can embark on hiking trails
that lead through lush forests and reveal panoramic vistas.
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A Glimpse into History

Delve into the island's rich history as you wander through ancient ruins and
archaeological sites. Discover the remnants of ancient civilizations that once
thrived here, evidence of a past shrouded in mystery. Marvel at the well-
preserved temples, ruins of fortresses, and intricate mosaics that have stood the
test of time.

Unforgettable Culinary Experiences

An Island Too Small is a haven for food enthusiasts. Indulge in the delectable
flavors of authentic Greek cuisine made from the freshest local ingredients.
Sample traditional dishes like moussaka, souvlaki, and baklava prepared with
love and served with a smile. Don't forget to savor the island's unique wine and
experience the vibrant culture through its food.

The Warmth of Greek Hospitality

What truly sets An Island Too Small apart is the warmth of its people. The locals
welcome visitors with open arms, eager to share the island's treasures. Engage
in conversations with friendly locals, learn about their traditions, and immerse
yourself in the vibrant local customs. Experience the epitome of Greek hospitality
as you become a part of the island's extended family.

Escape to Island Bliss

Leave the hustle and bustle of everyday life behind and escape to An Island Too
Small. Let the island's serene ambiance rejuvenate your soul and awaken your
senses. Whether you venture out on an unforgettable boat tour, take a dip in its
turquoise waters, or simply sit back and unwind with a cocktail in hand, this Greek
Island will leave an indelible mark on your heart.

Plan Your Island Getaway Today



Are you ready to embark on a journey of discovery? An Island Too Small awaits
your arrival. Experience the charm of the Greek Islands like never before. Get lost
in its natural beauty, dive into its rich history, indulge in its flavorful cuisine, and
embrace the warmth of its people. Escape to An Island Too Small and create
memories that will last a lifetime.
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Look no further for your 2017 summer read!

High up in the sun soaked hills of the Greek Island of Orino, An Island Too Small
is a tale of suspense and emotion which unravels the complex webs woven over
years by unfulfilled lovers and dishonest friends.

When Nefeli’s mother dies, much to her surprise, she discovers she is to inherit a
cottage on Orino Island. Nefeli's parents didn't ever talk about life on the island,
and it is only as Nefeli begins to acquaint herself with her new home that their
reasons for secrecy start to become clear.
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Set up in the town’s hill tops, many steps up from the port, Nefeli's new neighbour
Adonis and his cantankerous mother Koula live next door, sharing just two rooms
between them. Adonis, yet to find his way in the world, is a handsome man who
makes a living providing company for female tourists and then selling the gifts
they buy for him. But it's hardly a steady job and Adonis regularly lives hand to
mouth.

Not one to be taken in by good looks, Nefeli finds there is a strong connection
with Adonis which is more than skin deep, and it is a connection that neither of
them can ignore. But their lives are already intertwined more than they realise
and Koula has other ideas, going to great lengths to keep Nefeli and Adonis
apart.

What secrets are being harboured by Koula, driving her to stop a burgeoning
love? What will Nefeli and Adonis discover about their past, and will they be able
to defy Koula’s meddling?

As tensions build and dark goings on are exposed, find out if love can prevail
over deceit.
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